World War I Diorama/Model Project

Products: You are to produce a scale model of a WW I battlefield. You are also to hand in all stages of the CCI Research Rules. Both are to be completed in a group of one to four people. However, the expectations are set for a group of four; so I recommend you have 4 people to share the work. 
The Model: You may choose any Canadian battlefield from World War I to accurately portray: (front line trench, support trench, reserve trench, communication trench, no-man’s land, a dugout, or even a ruined building from the war). Your model will be in 1/35 scale (1cm on the model = 35 cm in real life, an adult scale man is approximately 5 cm or 2 inches tall).  The model is to be at least 30 cm per side.  We will go over techniques in class in order to produce a realistic looking miniature.  There will be some class time and materials, the rest is to be provided by you.  I will provide a plywood base, foam blocks, Durabond plaster, balsa wood, paint, string, kitty litter, clay, Future floor wax, mesh, white glue, and kleenex.  The instructions are on the website www.westhistory.net under Mr. Robins’ Courses, Grade 10 Academic, Assignments…. Your trench and its details must be based on research done in the CCI Research Rules…
The CCI Research Rules: Your group is to hand in 1 complete set of CCI Research Rules.  Complete steps 1 to 5 of the Research Rules before you start the model.  Remember, you are trying to accurately portray a Canadian battlefield – you need research!  It’s harder to change things in the model the further you are in the process – plan carefully rather than fix mistakes!

Model rubric

Level (X 20%)
Scale
Accuracy
Technique
Completeness
1 = 20%
More than 1 major element is noticeably out of scale
Includes some elements that obviously do not belong in a WWI setting
Crude appearance, most instructions clearly not followed or ignored
Missing major elements (fire step, shoring, shell holes, etc) which are typical for all WWI trenches 
2 = 40%
1 major element noticeably out of scale and/or several minor elements
Includes 1 or 2 elements that obviously do not belong in a WWI setting
Rough appearance, many instructions clearly not followed or ignored
Missing 1 major element and/or several minor elements/details
3 = 60%
Major elements roughly in scale, only a few minor elements noticeably out of scale
Minor problems with 1 or 2 elements, otherwise accurate to WWI 
Slightly rough appearance, instructions followed but some techniques not used
All major elements are present and at least 2 or 3 minor elements
4 = 80%
Major elements accurate to scale and only 1 or 2 minor elements roughly in scale
All elements are accurate to a WWI trench in a specific battlefield
Appearance is finished, techniques are all used in a basic trench design – moderate difficulty
All elements are present to complete a typical trench of the time
5 = 100%
All elements accurate to scale
All elements are accurate to a Canadian trench on a specific battlefield
Impressive appearance, all techniques used artistically, high level of difficulty due to complexity or detail.
All elements are present with the minor details that tell the story of a Canadian trench in a specific place
  
	
Rubric for CCI Research Rules

Level (x20%)
CCI stages
Research
1
CCI missing 2 or 3 stages
A few lines of text and/or a picture simply attached to the write-up
2
CCI missing 1stage and/or several stages incomplete
2 or 3 pictures and limited text that is relevant to WW I
3
CCI has all stages, but 1 or 2 are incomplete 
4 to 8 pictures and ½ page of text with diagrams that is relevant to the model. Cited inaccurately. 
4
CCI is complete and thoroughly done
More than 8 pictures that are analyzed using text and diagrams to produce a detailed plan for the model. Discarded research included and noted. Properly cited
5
CCI is thoroughly complete and thoughtfully done
More than 10 pictures that are analyzed using text and diagrams to produce an accurate and detailed plan for all elements of the model. Discarded research includes irrelevant material and material that became irrelevant. Properly cited. 

Due: Two weeks after you first touch the materials – warning, in-class time will end before that deadline and in-class time is shared with our other WWI studies.  Hand in the model, 1 group copy of all stages of the CCI Research rules, and a peer evaluation of your individual group members. 

Note: You will require both in-class and lunch times to complete an excellent model.  Use your time well and divide the labour.  The assignment is planned for a group of 4 - if you add people then you will need to add to the product.... (e.g. larger base).  Make sure you pick your group members carefully. The classroom will be open before school, at lunch, and after school by prior arrangement.  
Major elements are for trenches: trench, fire-step, shoring, shell holes
Major elements for a building: walls, windows, door, part of the roof or 2nd floor

